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The Gaithersburg B & 0 Railroad Station and freight shed are located 
southeast of the intersection of Summit and East Diamond Avenues in 
Gaithersburg, Montgomery County, Maryland.

A one-story, brick structure, the station is approximately 65 feet by 
20 feet, with a gable roof. Basically six bays long by one room deep, 
it consists of the five-bay original station, a one-bay addition used 
for storage at the east end and several small appendages on the rear 
(north). The station was built in 1884 and the east end shed added in 
the same style in 1905. The small additions on the rear contain bathrooms 
and a storage area and may also date from the upgrading of the line in 
1905-1907.

In the center bay of the south facade of the original, five-bay portion 
is a projecting tower, flanked on either side by a door topped with a 
twelve-light transom. The western door is the original, five-panel 
one; the eastern door is a flat, modern replacement. In the outermost bay 
at each end is a tall window with fixed upper sash over a moveable lower 
sash of four lights. The fixed sash has a row of small, square panes 
surrounding a large square pane . The eight-panel door in the south facade 
of the storage shed matches the five-panel door, but is wider. It has an 
eighteen-light transom, two rows of nine lights.

The walls of the six-bay structure were laid in running bond with a belt 
course at the level of the window sills and another one at the top of the 
windows just below the lintels. The former consists of a row of reeded, 
molded brick with a plain row above and below and the latter of two rows 
of plain bricks between two rows of reeded brick. A row of corbelling 
four bricks deep was laid at the top of the wall of the gable ends just 
under the cornice and around the tower at the same height» 
Above this on the tower is a brick panel set two headers into the surface 
of the building. A segmental arch consisting of a row of stretchers then 
a row of headers is over the wide door to the eastern storage area. The 
windows have stone sills and segmental arches with a row of stretchers 
topped by a row of plain headers alternating with headers decorated with 
terracotta blocks.

The gable roof of the station was covered until recently with slate shinglei 
This has now been replaced with asphalt shingles of the same color. The 
roof has a shallow pitch that hangs over the platform on the south facade 
providing shelter for the passengers. This overhang is supported by 
brackets with turned supports and balusters. The eaves have small, 
carved brackets, and the exposed rafter ends are carved.

The gable roof of the projecting tower is at right angles to the main roof. 
Very steeply pitched, it overhangs the tower slightly on the south where 
it is supported by two large, carved brackets. It also extends to the

See Continuation Sheet #1
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DESCRIPTION (continued)

north just to the other side of the peak of the main roof. A chimney 
rises from the east slope of the tower roof, at the peak of the main 
roof. Also laid in running bond, it has a high, corbelled cap.

In both the east and west ends of the station are groups of three 
narrow windows almost identical to the two narrow windows in the tower. 
They have a fifteen-light fixed sash above two lights placed vertically 
in the lower sash. The windows are separated by a row of 1 1/2 bricks, 
resembling pilasters because the upper belt course was also laid into 
these narrow strips. The three windows on the east end share a long 
stone lintel, though each has a separate stone sill. The three windows 
on the west end are inset into the wall and have a single stone sill 
and lintel. At each end of the lintel is a stone keystone; the segmenta 
arch between these over the windows has the same decorative terracotta 
blocks described above.

Above the brick corbeling in the gables is a simple wood cornice, above 
this the gable is covered with butt-end shingles. The roof extends over 
the ends of the building and is held with large carved brackets. In 
the peak of the gables, flush with the barge board is a pediment with 
battens in a checkerboard design. The south gable of the tower roof 
also has a pediment, here of battens in a herringbone pattern with a 
small turned finial hung in the center.

On the north facade three small additions have been made directly 
behind the tower and flanking two bays on the south facade. All other 
openings on the rear are identical to those directly opposite them on 
the south facade. The center addition is a one-story and square, with a 
very flat hipped roof. It has a window on the north with paneled 
shutters and a double door with four-light transom on the east. The 
sill-level belt course continues around this addition which is used for 
storage. On either side of this is a small, shed-roofed addition with 
horizontal, six-pane window; both of these house bathrooms.

Inside the station there are four main rooms: in the tower is the 
stationmaster's office, and on either side of this a waiting room, and 
in the east end is a storage area.

The west waiting room was restored for the Bicentennial and now houses 
the Gaithersburg Chamber of Commerce. Originally the ladies' waiting 
room, it had been used for storage since about 1941. The room's tall 
ceilings are accentuated by a vertical board wainscot on all walls. 
Two ticket windows open into the office on the east wall of the room.
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Scrolled brackets support the sills of these and a painted grill covers 
each window. The door and window trim consists of reeded, Victorian 
molding with bull's-eye corner blocks. Benches areound the room are 
wooden with a cast-iron frame. Tin inserts on these read: "B & O RR." 
All the woodwork, floor and benches were stripped of paint and oil and 
given a natural wood finish. Also in the room is a pot-bellied stove 
characteristic of the ear stamped "No. 2 Grafton B & O RR Co." A door 
to the rear opens into a small bathroom.

The east waiting room is almost identical in furnishings to the west one 
It has two ticket windows on the west wall with a doorway between to 
the stationmaster's/ticket agent's office, and benches around the room 
like those described above. This room has not been restored and the 
woodwork and benches are covered with many layers of paint. Immediately 
behind the waiting room is another bathroom.

The office is a long, narrow room with four ticket windows, one of 
which is still in use. A wooden desk built into the wall spans the 
south area in the projecting tower. This room is also covered with many 
layers of paint. A door at the rear opens into a small storage room.

The east room has interior walls of unfinished brick, and was always 
intended as a storage area.

About ninety feet to the east of the station is the freight shed or load 
ing dock, a brick structure about 45 feet by 20 feet. Its long (north 
and south) facades are divided into six panels with a door in the second 
and fifth bays in both sides. Over each door is a transom topped by a 
segmental arch. The transom lights are rectangular, about 1 1/2 times 
the size of the bricks, and are set vertically in a running bond design. 
The inset panels are corbeled at the top. At either end there is a 
pair of the panels on either side of a central panel which has a transom 
with stone sill and segmental arch with decorative blocks over four 
narrow slits in the wall with corbelling at the top and bottom.

The gable roof of the freight shed has the same shallow pitch as the 
main roof of the station. The eaves are supported with small brackets 
on the north side. On the south much larger brackets support both 
the eaves and an overhang that shelters the platform there. In the 
peak of the gable at either end are boards placed in herringbone design. 
They are in very deteriorated condition, as is the wooden platform 
which surround,s the building on the north, south and west sides.
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SIGNIFICANCE (continued)

real estate boom, although land closer to the City had more interest. 
In general land values appeared to be governed by productivity of the soi 
and proximity of the railroad. Dairy farming also became important, 
particularly along the length of the Metropolitan Branch.

As soon as the track being laid from Washington reached Gaithersburg, 
in September 1872, a station was established there. This is believed 
to have been a structure designed primarily to accommodate freight 
rather than passengers, as at this point the railroad provided only 
paved platforms or lightly constructed waiting sheds for passengers. 
The crossing guard had a waiting shed near the tracks in Gaithersburg 
for many years.

The last rail of the Metropolitan Branch of the B & 0 was laid at 
Gaithersburg at 1 P.M. on February 8, 1873. At the time William Talbott, 
B & O agent, and his assistant, William A. Gloyd, began to book freight 
traffic, although the line wasn't ballasted even as far as Rockville. 
Activity quickly diminished but resumed again in April 1873 on the eve 
of the line's completion. Anticipating increasing business from the 
railroad, a hotel opened in 1881 near the station area to accommodate 
traveling businessmen.

A permanent station was not built at Gaithersburg until eleven years 
after the completion of the railroad line due to uncertainties about the 
role of the City in the B & O system. Its completion in 1884 shifted 
the center of Gaithersburg from Frederick Avenue to the intersection of 
Diamond and Summit Avenues. By 1900 a small commercial center had begun 
to emerge in this area with the establishment of such services as a 
general store and the post office. Businesses in the new downtown in 
cluded feed and fertilizer stores (Gaithersburg is the home of Southern 
States), a flour mill, a grain warehouse, a blacksmith, barber, livery 
stables and a bank. It should be noted that the coming of the railroad 
helped to determine the town's name. Prior to the B & 0 listing of the 
station as Gaithersburg, it had been known as Forest Oak and High Point.

In 1905 an addition was made to the railroad station at the cost of 
$824.40. It is highly probably that the second tracking of the railroad 
at Gaithersburg took place at this time. During this period, railroad 
technology was improving so rapidly that constant upgrading of equipment 
was necessary. The weight of the rails was continually increased to

See Continuation Sheet #4
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to accommodate heavier trains. The second tracking of the rails between 
Gaithersburg and Germantown took place in 1906-1907 at a cost of over 
$250,000.

During the early part of the 20th century, the commercial center near 
the railroad continued to develop. Several fires which had raged out 
of control in the area prompted the establishment of the Gaithersburg- 
Washington Grove Volunteer Fire Department in 1927. In the years immed 
iately following World War I, Gaithersburg became a trade center for 
agricultural equipment and farm machinery.

The influence of the railroad declined as the county made greater efforts 
to construct hard roads in the 1920s, and the coming of the automobile 
encouraged suburban development outside of the railroad line. The center 
of population in the county gradually shifted south as development in 
areas such as Bethesda and Wheaton far outstripped growth in northern 
Montgomery County.

During the 40s and 50s, passenger rail service declined considerably 
although the station continued in use. In 1950 a centennial commemoratin 
the founding of Gaithersburg was celebrated at the station site.

In 1976 during the City's Bicentennial celebration, the train station 
became a focal point for activities to commemorate the 200th birthday of 
the United States. The City's Bicentennial Committee, along with numerou 
volunteers in the community, participated in the restoration of the 
ladies waiting room and other work on the building. Once restored, the 
room became the headquarters for the Bicentennial Committee for the 
duration of the festivities. The Committee sold various Bicentennial 
memorabilia at the station during the year. Through the efforts of local 
merchants f the interior was temporarily furnished in antiques of the 
period. The station also appeared on coins issued by the City to 
commemorate the American Revolution Bicentennial.

Today the building is used as an office for the station master and a 
waiting area for passengers. The portion of the building restored 
by the Gaithersburg Bicentennial Committee is currently an office for 
the Chamber of Commerce.

The Chessie System still runs a commuter train between Washington D.C. 
and Point of Rocks f Maryland, which is heavily patronized. Amtrak 
passenger trains also service the station, as do freight trains which 
pass through the City.
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The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad station and freight shed at Gaithersburg 
survive as reminders of the importance of the railroad in the emergence 
and development of the town. They are also one of a series of architec 
turally fine buildings built by the B & 0 in the 19th century, a number 
of which are already listed on the National Register, including two other 
stations on the Metropolitan Branch, Rockville and Point of Rocks.

The Gaithersburg station was built in 1884, the same year as the Oakland 
and Laurel B & 0 stations. E. Francis Baldwin was the architect for the 
B & O in this period, and he is known to have designed the Laurel station 
Stylistic similarities exist between many of the stations built at this 
time, especially Rockville, Oakland, Laurel, Gaithersburg and Point of 
Rocks. It is, therefore, a fair assumption that Gaithersburg was designe 
by Baldwin. The detailed design of the freight shed suggests that it 
also is architect designed, illustrating the concern of the railroad 
companies in the 19th century to have stylish buildings. This interest 
reflects the importance of the railroads in that period, and has been 
compared to the present position of the airlines, whose airports are 
often designed by well-known architects of this age.

The Metropolitan Branch of the B & O, completed in 1873, revolutionized 
transportation in and out of Washington and made a tremendous contribu 
tion to the agricultural community by providing inexpensive shipment of 
produce and supplies. The primary purpose behind its construction, which 
ran 42.75 miles and cost three million dollars, was to save travel time 
between Washington and the west. Initially little thought was given to 
the impact the coming of the railroad might have on the rural areas of 
Montgomery County it would traverse, but the opening of the Metropolitan 
Branch impacted the economy of the entire county. Market gardening, 
fruit growing and wine production became successful businesses while the 
level of importing and ex-porting increased significantly. The railroad 
provided markets and also afforded farmers access to lime from Frederick 
which transformed Montgomery County into one of the most productive 
agricultural areas in Maryland, Suburban subdivisions began to appear 
alone; the line during the 1880s.

Initially towns along the Metropolitan Branch developed as summer resorts 
since the relatively slow growth of Washington could not support extensiv 
suburban development. By the 1880s the railroad had generated a suburbar

See Continuation
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